VUKA uzenzele
Wake up, and do it for yourself !
Dear Friends,

December 2012

As 2012 draws to a close, some chapters in Vuka’s history are closing too.
Morag, who generously gave her time, expertise & energy is no longer with us.
We wish her well, and are so grateful for all that she achieved on Vuka’s behalf!

Farewell & Thank-you Morag!

Morag Swanepoel was introduced to Elma in 2011 by Lois Klein, and Nico &
Loel Ferreira – all of Enlighten Education Trust (EET) – and all great friends
these many years.
Morag is well connected in Zwelihle having worked
with EET, teaching crafts and supporting &
developing entrepreneurship programs. She made
many friends amongst the people, and is a mine of
information on resources and needs in the area.
She brought her considerable IT and business skills to
bear – preparing budgets, business plans and
proposals for Vuka. In addition she assisted in the
set-up and management of the website, and was
solely responsible for our Facebook presence. She
documented in video and photographs many demos,
teaching sessions and other Vuka milestones.
Morag has great passion & enthusiasm for helping
people in need, particularly the plight of the poor,
and this makes her a force to be reckoned with.
Her no-nonsense, get-things-done attitude has earned
her the respect of all.
Morag’s irrepressible spirit and strong sense of social
justice made her a dynamic voice for Vuka, and her
contribution will be felt for a long time to come.
Our sincere thanks also go to Vanessa Albert’s, Morag’s
daughter, for setting up and hosting our website gratis
all this time!
Thank-you ladies!
WEBSITE

ww.vukaenergysavings.co.za

Eco-Logic Awards

Vuka was one of 5 finalists in the ENERGY category for an Eco-Logic Award.
The Eco-Logic awards are a collaboration between the Enviropaedia and
SABC 3, to recognise and reward individuals or groups offering products or
services produced in an eco-logical way. They use this platform to assist
consumers in making purchasing decisions that are sound economically &
environmentally. Congratulations to the winner in the energy category - Riso,
famous for creating environmentally-friendly printers. For more info, please
visit: www.enviropaedia.com

Vuka on Whale Coast FM

Elma and Florentina informed and entertained the Overberg on Janet
Marshall’s afternoon programme “The Home Run” on Whale Coast FM. This was
a wonderful opportunity to connect with our locals and keep them up to date
with Vuka’s activities. Florentina mentioned that up to a third of people’s
income was used on fuel for cooking. Using Vuka’s methods drastically reduces
this figure, making funds
available for other things.
Elma reiterated the need
for on-going exposure to
new ways of doing
things, as we are all so
resistant to changing our
habits.
The podcast is worth a listen, especially for Florentina’s delightful stories:
http://www.whalecoastfm.co.za/podcasts
Our friends at Whale Coast Conservation posted this blog after the show,
thank-you! http://www.whalecoastconservation.org.za/blog/?p=11

Demonstrations in Zwelihle

Demos run by Lidia, Florentina, Sylvia and Buyiswa have been a great hit in
Zwelihle. The programme is winding down now, as we plan our strategy for
2013. The ladies enthusiasm never flags, and the audiences are always curious
and enthusiastic. Some audience members are initially sceptical, but once they
see the simple technologies at work, they become our greatest fans!

Rocket Man

Anticipation was high as we arrived at Blue moon farm just outside of
Stanford, to visit Anton Boschoff, a rocket stove designer, maker and all-round
rocket stove whizz. Anton was a gracious host to our rowdy and eclectic party,
treating us with delicious breads warm out of the oven, homemade sauerkraut,
tea and coffee. The day was unseasonably chilly, so these were all devoured with
glee! He has a dazzling array of different rocket stove types, all of which were
fired up to show us how they functioned. He warms bathing water, cooks, bakes
and warms his home all on rocket power. He has a small woodlot which he
manages, close to the house – so fuel is always on hand. Anton has agreed to

make 2 stoves that will act as demo stoves, one at RDP in Hermanus and one
in Florentina’s yard in Stanford. Our gratitude goes once again to Rodney and
Ebeline, our dear champions, who have offered to fund the production of same.
Thank-you all for a fruitful, fun outing!

Large Rocket Stove steaming breads; Vuka Belles - Elma and Ebeline; Anton shows Lidia
how the small Rocket stove operates by getting the kettle on for tea!!

Anton demos the small rocket stove, the same beauty in action; Rodney & Elma having tea.

Whether you celebrate Christmas, Chanukah, summer or life – may you do so
in peace, with joy & vigour, and share it with those that you love.
Together in Energy Saving!
Go well,
The Vuka Team.
Contact: Elma Hunter
Tel:028 341-0472 or Cell: 082 892 9507
December Energy Saving GREEN tip
Solar energy is one of South Africa’s
abundant resources.
Sing it with me: “Braaivleis, rugby,

sunny skies and Chevrolet …”
Astound your family and friends by
serving Christmas turkey and ham –
without going into the kitchen! You
can laze in the shade of a beautiful
tree (fed by water from your washing
machine, naturally) while mother sun
does the hard work. A SUNSTOVE is
an excellent investment and
thoughtful gift, www.sunstove.com
R370 + R60 delivery anywhere in SA.
If you are handy & practical, make
your own solar oven, plans for a
cheap and effective ones can be found
here www.solarcooking.org/

plans/

